In support of NASA's next-generation spectrometer-the Hyperspectral Infrared Imager (HyspIRI)-we are working towards assessing sub-pixel vegetation structure from imaging spectroscopy data. Of particular interest is Leaf Area Index (LAI), which is an informative, yet notoriously challenging parameter to efficiently measure in situ. While photosynthetically-active radiation (PAR) sensors have been validated for measuring crop LAI, there is limited literature on the efficacy of PAR-based LAI measurement in the forest environment. This study (i) validates PAR-based LAI measurement in forest environments, and (ii) proposes a suitable collection protocol, which balances efficiency with measurement variation, e.g., due to sun flecks and various-sized canopy gaps. A synthetic PAR sensor model was developed in the Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) model and used to validate LAI measurement based on first-principles and explicitly-known leaf geometry. Simulated collection parameters were adjusted to empirically identify optimal collection protocols. These collection protocols were then validated in the field by correlating PAR-based LAI measurement to the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) extracted from the "classic" Airborne Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS-C) data (R 2 was 0.61). The results indicate that our proposed collecting protocol is suitable for measuring the LAI of sparse forest (LAI < 3-5 (m 2 /m 2 )).
Introduction
The Hyperspectral Infrared Imager (HyspIRI) mission has been proposed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in response to NASA's Earth Science Decadal Survey [1] ; this mission is geared to provide global imaging spectroscopy data to benefit research in domains ranging from coastal bathymetry to oceanography, wildfire science, volcanology, and terrestrial ecosystems. Although its 185 km swath width provides global coverage and 15-day revisit times, its large ground sample distance (GSD) introduces uncertainty in subpixel spectral variation. This is especially relevant in the open woodland forest environment, where trees are mixed with shrub, grass, bare soil, and rock. Our team participated in this mission by investigating the impact of sub-pixel structural variation on the assessment of vegetation structure via imaging spectroscopy data [2] .
Vegetation structural parameters are related to the state and dynamics of the forest function, and therefore have important implications across domains. Of particular interest is Leaf Area Index (LAI), which is defined as the ratio of one-sided leaf area per unit ground area for flat broadleaf species [3] . An extended definition, i.e., the ratio of half of the total intercepting area per corresponding area on the ground, was proposed for all kinds of leaves, e.g., rolled leaves and needles of a coniferous tree [4, 5] . LAI is a characteristic attribute in the description of the plant-atmosphere interface, and thus is a key input for models predicting variables such as ecosystem spatial distribution, health, photosynthesis, transpiration, and energy transfer [6] [7] [8] . However, accurate and precise measurement of LAI is notoriously challenging [9] . Destructive methods are time consuming and prohibitive in most practical settings [10] . Indirect field-based methods rely on measurements of canopy radiation transmission, yet their cost per area is high and uncertainty remains around an optimal sampling protocol [11] . Remote sensing techniques provide an alternative and much more cost effective approach, which is based on empirical relations between vegetation indices and LAI, yet its application still requires an effective sampling of in situ data [12, 13] . The existing LAI retrieval techniques from passive remotely sensed images were reviewed and their capability was demonstrated when applied to different remote sensing devices by several recent studies [14, 15] . These techniques could be applied to new imaging spectroscopy data, e.g., the proposed HyspIRI imaging spectroscopy space mission.
In typical research settings, sparse sets of field data, collected using terrestrial instruments, are used to calibrate and validate wall-to-wall Earth observation (EO) data acquired from airborne or orbital instruments. The majority of field-based methods for acquiring LAI utilize optical analysis of gap fraction and sometimes also the gap size distribution [9, 11, 16] . Gap fractions can be obtained from measurements of above-and below-canopy direct and diffuse radiation, which relaxes requirements on weather conditions. One such instrument of the latter type is the AccuPAR LP-80 Ceptometer (Decagon Devices, Inc., Pullman, WA, USA), used in this study, which calculates LAI from the ratio of above-canopy and below-canopy photosynthetically-active radiation (PAR) [17] .
The AccuPAR LP-80 ceptometer has been validated for measuring the LAI of crops [18] [19] [20] ; however, the sampling protocol and sensor deployment are crucial to obtaining an accurate LAI measurement [20, 21] . Its capability for measuring forest LAI still needs to be fully explored [22, 23] , especially with regard to the marked differences in canopy size, spatial variability in canopy transmission and the required number of measurements or sampling density. Due to the variability among individual measurements, a suitable sampling protocol, which includes the sampling density and sensor deployment, is needed to obtain a reliable mean estimate within a forest plot. Thus, we identified a knowledge gap in terms of the appropriate field sampling protocols necessary to measure LAI of sparse woodland that is characterized by profound heterogeneity in leaf area density at the scale of a HyspIRI pixel. The sampling techniques for measuring other forest parameters, i.e., those related to even general forest inventory, have been fully discussed and could benefit from this study [24] .
To summarize, the objectives of this research are to (i) validate the simulation of the specific AccuPAR LP-80 PAR sensor using Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG); (ii) determine the minimum collection parameters required to obtain a reliable mean estimate of LAI for a 80 m × 80 m forest plot, as it relates to the context of HyspIRI-based assessment of LAI; and (iii) build a suitable regression model for estimating forest LAI from VIs derived from AVIRIS-C data. These outcomes will be used to address science questions related to the HyspIRI mission in follow-up studies, namely, the assessment of appropriate VIs to estimate sub-pixel vegetation structural parameters, e.g., LAI and canopy cover, from relatively coarse scale (30-60 m) HyspIRI data. Furthermore, the narrow-band VIs extracted from imaging spectroscopy data also will be compared to the broad-band VIs extracted from multispectral images to highlight the advantages of an imaging spectroscopy approach. All of these efforts are based on reliable in-field LAI measurements that now can be collected by adopting the optimal sampling protocol proposed by this paper.
Methods
A hybrid simulation/field-based approach was employed to negate time and monetary constraints associated with field deployments while providing absolute control over geometric and spectral reference data (Figure 1 ). The simulation approach ( Figure 1 , upper panel) utilized the DIRSIG model (Section 2.1). Two virtual DIRSIG scenes were developed (Section 2.5) for the study area (Section 2.3) using tree locations and diameters, extracted from field-measured diameter-at-breast-height (DBH) and stem maps for the center 20 m × 20 m area (the National Ecological Observatory Network's (NEON) plot) and tree locations from NEON's airborne data for the larger plot. A virtual PAR sensor was then generated (Section 2.6.1) and validated for above-and below-canopy PAR measurement (Sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.2). This was used to estimate LAI based on relevant theory (Section 2.2). Regression models were fit between estimated LAI from simulated PAR readings and simulated NDVI obtained from a synthetic AVIRIS-C sensor (Section 2.6.2) in order to validate the simulated PAR and LAI (Section 2.7.3) and determine the optimal PAR sampling protocol (Section 2.7.4).
These efforts were mirrored by a field-based approach ( Figure 1, lower panel) , which provided in situ reference data for the same study area (Section 2.3). The optimal PAR sampling protocol was used to inform field-based PAR measurement (Section 2.4), from which LAI was calculated and regressed against NDVI obtained from coincident AVIRIS-C spectroscopy data (Section 2.4). This provided additional verification of the proposed approach (Section 2.7.5).
Simulation approach
Field-based approach Figure 1 . The study contains two parts: the simulation and field-based approach. Each step in the simulation environment is repeated in field-based approach to ensure that the simulations and models are correct.
DIRSIG Background
DIRSIG is a physics-based, first-principles radiometric modeling environment for the creation of synthetic remote sensing imagery that is radiometrically, geometrically, and temporally accurate [25] . The model is designed to generate passive broad-band, multispectral, imaging spectroscopy, low-light, polarized, active laser radar, and synthetic aperture radar datasets [26] [27] [28] through the integration of a suite of first-principles-based radiation propagation modules.
A Description of the Relevant LAI Theory
PAR is defined as the radiance in the wavelength range 400-700 nm, i.e., the visible light, which is absorbed by leaves during the photosynthesis process. Therefore, the amount of absorbed PAR could be used to estimate the LAI, as these two quantities are directly related. Monsi and Saeki [29, 30] proposed an equation that is similar to Beer's Law for constructing the connection between the ratio of the below-canopy irradiance, E c , and the incident irradiance, E 0 , and leaf area index, LAI. Norman and Jarvis [31] proposed a complete radiation penetration model because Monsi and Saeki's equation is not accurate and suitable for all kinds of canopies. This approach was deemed not suitable for computation, due to the complexity. A simplified version was presented by Norman and Campbell [32] :
where f b is the fraction of direct beam to total incident PAR, and A is a constant equal to 0.283 + 0.785a − 0.159a 2 , where a is the leaf absorptivity in the PAR band. Campbell proposed a form of K for all kinds of leaf angle distribution [33] :
where χ is the leaf angle distribution parameter. It is defined as the ratio of the horizontal semi-axis length to the vertical semi-axis length of the spheroid, described by the leaf angle distribution of a canopy. The value of χ is in the range of [0. 1, 10] . The LAI can be calculated by solving Equation (1) when we have above-canopy PAR measurement, E 0 , and below-canopy PAR measurement, E c .
Study Areas
Two study areas were selected. The first area is a small grass field with an ash tree on the campus of Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) ( Table 1 gives the structural parameters of the ash tree. This area was used to investigate the leaf area of a single tree. 
Field Inventory and Airborne Imagery Data
The field data were obtained to support the construction of virtual scenes and the validation of simulation results as follows: During the summer 2013 collection, terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) data and the spectra of leaf, bark, and grass were collected in the study area to support virtual scene construction. Reference PAR measurements were collected using AccuPAR LP-80 instruments at plots #116, #36, and #824 in October 2014 according to the optimal collection protocol proposed in this paper for validation. The PAR data of the ash tree were collected using AccuPAR LP-80 instruments on RIT's campus on 31 May 2014. The imaging spectroscopy data were collected by AVIRIS-C on 12 June 2013 and 6 October 2014 at approximately 15 m spatial resolution (dependent on topography). An Optech Gemini small-footprint waveform-recording LiDAR (Vaughan, Ontario, Canada) was operated onboard NEON's aircraft to collect airborne LiDAR data on 13 June 2013 [35] .
Virtual Scene Development
Two virtual scenes were constructed for this study. The 3D tree models were created in OnyxTREE [36] (Version 7.0, Onyx Computing, Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA) and matched the height, crown size, and leaf and bark optical properties of the field-measured trees. It should be noted that the number of branches and leaves of the models might be different from that of the actual trees. However, the virtual scene provides for full knowledge of vegetation-structural attributes, on a per-tree basis, for which AccuPAR readings can be derived and analyzed.
The first scene was based on the ash tree on the campus of RIT (Figure 2b ). Both above-canopy and below-canopy PAR of the single crown were simulated. The second scene was based on plot #116 within the SJER (Figure 3b ). There are 36 trees with crown diameters >2 m in the 80 m × 80 m area. Twenty-six tree models (some models have multiple instances) were created by OnyxTREE and placed on the virtual terrain according to their real positions extracted from airborne LiDAR data. Table 2 gives a list of the geometrical size and positions of tree models in the plot #116 scene. The optical properties of tree bark, tree leaves, and ground used in the virtual scene were collected by our field team and NEON AOP team [35] . We used this scene to (i) investigate the LAI of a forest environment and (ii) determine the proper number of below-canopy PAR readings required to properly represent within-pixel variation, which is expressed at the pixel-level, i.e., at the 30-60 m spatial scale when collecting field data. DIRSIG is typically used to simulate remote sensing devices such as a multispectral imagers, imaging spectrometers, or LiDAR instruments. A PAR sensor was simulated by DIRSIG for the first time in this study. The irradiance, E, from the hemispherical sky was simulated to reproduce the method of Norman and Campbell [32] in DIRSIG. The incident radiance, L, to the detectors was returned by DIRSIG. The relationship between radiance and irradiance is defined as:
where dE is the irradiance from the small solid angle, dΩ, which is mapped to the detector cell, and θ is the angle between irradiance and the normal of the detector surface. We rearranged Equation (3) and applied integration to both sides to obtain the irradiance from the whole hemispherical sky:
Mathematical integration is achieved by summation in the discrete simulation:
DIRSIG usually provides a 1D or 2D grid detector array and returns the radiance, L i , captured by each detector cell, since this is the generic geometry of an imaging spectrometer. This type of detector array is not appropriate for this study for two reasons: (i) the angle of each detector cell is not a constant. As Figure 4 shows, the center detector cell maps to a larger angle than the cell on the periphery (α > β); and (ii) the normal 2D grid detector array cannot map the whole hemisphere because the angle γ cannot be 180 • . DIRSIG provides another method, called "data-driven detector", which allows users to define an arbitrary detector array other than the detector array on a grid. A user can set the pointing direction of a cell and the angular instantaneous field-of-view (IFOV). The hemisphere then is divided into tiny sections, with the same area corresponding to a detector cell. Each cell is mapped to the same solid angle. In this way, the hemisphere is flattened into a plane ( Figure 5 ). The spherical coordinate system is employed when the hemisphere has been flattened (Figure 6a ). However, DIRSIG uses the X/Y angle relative to the optical axis (Figure 6b ) to describe the pointing direction, since this X/Y angle-based coordinate system facilitates the definition of the pointing angle of a 2D grid detector array. The converting functions are given as: Since the solid angles mapped to every detector cell are equal, and their integral is 2π, we get
Lens
where N is the number of the detector cells. Equation (5) can be simplified by substituting Ω i with Equation (8):
The size of the detector array is the next parameter that needs to be determined. As the Sun is the dominant source of downwelling radiance, the IFOV should be less than or equal to the size of the Sun to ensure that the Sun will be fully captured. The equatorial diameter of the Sun is 1.392 × 10 6 km and the mean distance from the Earth is 1.496 × 10 8 km [37] . When being observed from the Earth, the average size of the sun disk in radians is:
Therefore, if a resolution of 350 × 350 pixel is selected, the IFOV is:
However, this is only the minimal requirement. The Sun might be mapped to one or two pixel(s) in this resolution (Figure 7a,b) . The solution to this problem is to decrease the IFOV (Figure 7c,d) . If the resolution of the whole detector array is increased, more computing resources and longer simulation times will be required. However, areas of the sky outside the sun disk do not require such a high spatial resolution simulation. Therefore, a second virtual detector array is introduced, which points toward the Sun [38] and collects the radiance from the Sun and a small surrounding area in a small IFOV (4.5 × 10 −4 (rad)). 
Simulation of AVIRIS-C Sensor
DIRSIG has been developed and validated [26, 27] as a remote sensing device simulator; therefore, it proved to be straightforward to simulate the AVIRIS-C sensor within DIRSIG. We configured DIRSIG to mimic the AVIRIS-C sensor parameters as closely as possible, with Table 3 providing the key configurations. The prevailing atmosphere was simulated via MODTRAN4 (Version 3 Revision 1, Spectral Sciences, Inc., Burlington, MA, USA and Air Force Research Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, MA, USA) [39] . 
Experiment Design

Experiment 1a: Validating Simulated Above-Canopy PAR
We simulated the collection of above-canopy PAR with DIRSIG as the first step. When simulating the above-canopy PAR collection, we only need to consider the direct radiance from the Sun and the radiance scattered by the atmosphere. Above-canopy PAR data were collected in SJER on 13 June 2013 from 7h00 to 17h00 (8h00-18h00 in daylight saving time) at one-minute intervals. A series of simulations were performed to reproduce the collection parameters and generate corresponding synthetic PAR data.
Experiment 1b: Validating Simulated PAR and LAI for a Single Crown
We then simulated the collection of below-canopy PAR of the ash tree on RIT's campus. The virtual PAR sensor was placed on a 0.1 m interval grid around the tree model to collect the below-canopy PAR readings. The sampling interval of 0.1 m was selected in order to reproduce the simulation results as closely as possible to those collected using the LP-80 ceptometer (Decagon Devices, Inc., Pullman, WA, USA). The LP-80 ceptometer returns eight PAR measurements, corresponding to eight segments from a probe of 0.8 m in length, i.e., the length of each segment is 0.1 m. The spatially-explicit LAI for this single crown was calculated as individual point-based samples, i.e., the LAI for every 0.1 × 0.1 m square inside the projected crown area. In order to validate the simulated LAI measurements, actual field measurements were taken both below the tree canopy and outside the extent of the ash tree, i.e., open-sky, using LP-80 instruments. Such a single-tree approach is atypical of how LAI is assessed from a traditional perspective, namely within forests. However, this best-case scenario enabled us to examine our simulation model in a simpler environment and limit the complexity before extending the simulation to our more complex forest scene. Figure 8 gives the collecting scheme. There were three AccuPAR measurements along each direction. These measurements then were compared to the simulated data obtained from the corresponding virtual tree (Figure 2b ). 
Experiment 1c: Validating Estimated LAI from Simulated PAR for the Forest Site Using Regression to Model NDVI
Following the previous step, we simulated the PAR sensor in the forest scene. We were not able to validate simulated PAR due to expected discrepancies between the virtual scenes and their real counterparts, e.g., the modeled trees were not identical, but similar to the real ones, and small trees (crown diameter < 2 m) were ignored when the virtual scene was constructed (see Section 2.5 for details). As an alternative, we investigated the relationship between LAI, calculated from PAR, and the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), extracted from (hyperspectral) imagery. NDVI is widely used to assess LAI. Previous studies showed that the NDVI-LAI model had a strong linear relationship at low LAI values (LAI < 3-5 or NDVI < 0.8) [12, 13, 40, 41] . Therefore, we extracted the NDVI from synthetic imaging data, obtained from an AVIRIS-like virtual sensor, and compared it to LAI obtained from the simulated PAR measurements to generate a linear model, since our study area had a relatively low LAI. The spatial resolution of the simulated AVIRIS-C data is 15 m, which is consistent with the real AVIRIS-C data collected in our study area in 2013 and 2014. The NEON plot #116 was divided into 25 squares of 15 m × 15 m each. The total effective area is 75 m × 75 m, which is slightly less than the plot area (80 × 80 m). All of the LAI measurements within a 15 m × 15 m square were averaged as the LAI of a pixel. Then, the regression model of NDVI and LAI was created at the pixel level. Although NDVI is known to have limitations, such as saturation at high LAI levels [42, 43] , it provides an opportunity to assess correlations between an established narrow-band index and our virtual LAI.
Experiment 2a: Determining Optimal Spacing by Comparing PAR to NDVI for Forest Sites at Various Intervals
It is common practice to obtain LAI measurement along several parallel transects for forest environments [24] . We proposed three sampling protocols with gradually varied intervals between parallel transects. The PAR measurements were collected at each meter along a transect because the length of the AccuPAR LP-80's wand is around 1 m. Table 4 gives the intervals and required number of measurements. The LAI-NDVI regression models were created from simulation results for each protocol. The models were compared and provided an opportunity to assess the optimal sample spacing for field data collection, in order to achieve adequate mean estimates, given the variability within an 80 m × 80 m forest plot. The previous study showed that a linear relationship between LAI and NDVI exists for low canopy cover (LAI) forests. Therefore, we considered the LAI estimates as being accurate if a model was similar or close to the theoretical model. A Student's t-test was used in the study to determine if two linear models are similar [44] . The test statistic for the slopes is:
where b 1 and b 2 are the slopes of two models and S b 1 −b 2 is the standard deviation of the estimated difference between slopes
The test statistic for the intercept is:
where a 1 and a 2 are the intercepts of two models, and S a 1 −a 2 is the standard deviation of the estimated difference between intercepts:
Whether or not the decisions of two models are considered similar is dependent on the significance level, α, which is usually set to be 0.01, 0.05 or 0.10 for a two-tailed test [45] . A significance level of 0.05 is the most common value in most statistical textbooks, e.g., [44, 45] . However, the test results based on the significance level do not tell us that the models are absolutely different from each other, but rather indicate how confidently we can state that they are not the same. Therefore, there is no definitive α value. We opted for a less conservative α value of 0.1, implying that we can be incorrect 10% of the time.
Experiment 2b: Comparing in Situ LAI Estimates to NDVI to Verify Simulated Results
Finally, our field team revisited plot #116 and two additional plots (#36 and #824) in the SJER site to collect in situ LAI measurements with the identified optimal sampling protocol, after which a regression model with the NDVI extracted from actual AVIRIS-C data was constructed. The regression model for real data was compared to the model of simulated data to validate our simulation results. Figure 9 shows the simulated and actual above-canopy PAR measurements obtained from NEON plot #116, with a correlation coefficient of R 2 = 0.998 and root-mean-square error of RMSE = 23.94 (µmol·m −2 ·s −1 ). It is evident from Figure 9 that PAR peaks at 12h00 (noon) due to the angular projection effects of the Sun's flux on the horizontal detector element. However, the simulated PAR is slightly larger than the measured PAR during the late afternoon. The PAR curve should be symmetric in theory. Therefore, if the curve is replicated horizontally, it should overlap with the original, Sun-derived curve. Both the simulated and measured PAR were mirrored and compared to their original curves in order to determine which curve might be problematic. Figure 10 shows that the simulated PAR perfectly overlaps with the non-mirrored curve, but the measured PAR does not. There are two likely reasons: (i) the atmospheric conditions changed during the day, for example, vapor concentration is higher in the morning than in the afternoon; and (ii) the error might occur because the AccuPAR LP-80 Ceptometer was not perfectly leveled during collection. These are typical examples of two types of errors in this study: One type of error relates to modeling errors, which were introduced by the assumptions to reduce the complexity of the model and discretization for the mathematical model that makes computational analysis possible [46] . The other type is an example of an observational error, i.e., the difference between a measured value and its true value. The RMSE of above-canopy simulation results was 23.94 (µmol·m −2 ·s −1 ), which is quite small; hence, we concluded that we could safely omit the effects of the errors. Figure 11 shows the comparison of simulated and measured below-canopy PAR for the ash tree on RIT's campus. The position of the ash tree was set the same as the original, and the PAR was captured along quadrantal directions (the dashed lines in Figure 12 ). Figure 11 shows the measured and simulated below-canopy PAR, with correlation coefficients of R 2 = 0.706 (along the east-west direction, Figure 11a ) and R 2 = 0.786 (along north-south direction, Figure 11b ). Spikes in the plot are due to sun flecks, i.e., where sunlight reaches the detector directly through gaps in the canopy. Note that these PAR features did not directly overlap between simulated and actual data, due to differences in tree structure between the modeled (virtual) tree and the real tree. Below-canopy PAR measurements subsequently were normalized by the above-canopy PAR, collected at the same time, to produce a high-resolution spatial map of LAI distribution ( Figure 12 ). As would be expected, we found that the LAI readings were more uniform in the center of the shadow and that there were some locations with very low LAI, due to the gaps in the canopy. The size of the largest gap was about 1 m, which was larger than the length of the AccuPAR probe (≈0.8 m). It thus was concluded that, for a single tree of the size, shape, and species type used in this study, multiple field-based PAR measurements along a transect within the shadow of such a tree will be required. However, future efforts will include a more diverse set of trees in terms of spectral and structural characteristics. 
Results and Discussion
Experiment 1a: Simulated Above-Canopy PAR
Experiment 1b: Simulated PAR and LAI for a Single Crown
Experiment 2a: Optimal Spacing by Comparing PAR to NDVI for the Forest Site at Various Intervals
The 5 m transect provided solid results but came at the cost of being time-consuming for practical collection in the field. Table 5 Table 4 ). The 10 m interval, therefore, was deemed as being an appropriate sampling protocol, since that spacing balances efficiency with accuracy and precision. The results will contribute to our own and other studies' efforts to better evaluate the effects of within-pixel structural variability on coarse spatial resolution imaging spectroscopy spectra. The LAI-NDVI model of optimal sampling protocol (Section 2.7.4) was confirmed via a field effort where we collected LAI (AccuPAR LP-80) based on 10 m-interval transects in three 80 m × 80 m plots of SJER on 5-7 October 2014 and verified results with NDVI extracted from AVIRIS-C data ( Figure 14) . The obtained linear model was LAI = 8.858 × NDVI − 1.725 (19) which is consistent with the simulation model (Equation (17)) because the t-test results of slope comparison are T = 0.0623, p = 0.950, and the t-test results of intercept comparison are T = 0.471, p = 0.538. Both p-values were larger than α = 0.10. When we estimated LAI from NDVI by using the two models (Equations (17) and (19)), the RMSE between the two groups of LAI was 0.177, which we considered a negligible difference. The obtained coefficient of determination (R 2 = 0.61) was lower than the simulation result, but was still slightly higher than regression models reported in other papers and previous efforts, e.g., R 2 = 0.53 [13] and R 2 = 0.55 [41] . The discrepancy in R 2 values between the simulation and field-based, actual data results was attributed to our inability to accurately simulate the true structural variability in a natural forest, although the LAI vs. NDVI trend in both the simulation and real scenarios matched very well. As such, it was concluded that the simulation approach enabled us to: (i) accurately model LAI collection behavior when using a PAR sensor, such as the AccuPAR LP-80; (ii) that the identified LAI collection protocol resulted in the best trade-off between accuracy (and precision) and resources; and (iii) enabled us to advance the scientific inquiry into sub-pixel structural impacts on imaging spectrometer data by clearly establishing rules for field collection protocols. 
Conclusions
In an effort to understand the impact of sub-pixel structural variation on large-footprint imaging spectroscopy, e.g., as obtained from the envisioned HyspIRI mission, a simulation approach was used to provide absolute knowledge of field-level target geometry and associated platform-based radiometry. We presented a simulation approach for measuring one structural metric of interest, LAI, using the fractional PAR ratio approach [17, 31] . This approach was validated with field data obtained from AccuPAR LP-80 measurements (R 2 = 0.706 and 0.786) and subsequently compared to LAI vs. NDVI modeling using data obtained from simulated AVIRIS imagery. An appropriate sampling protocol for LAI data collection was proposed at 10 m transect spacing, which ensured efficient data collection. We recognize that a higher density model, such as the 5 m spacing, would result in more accurate and precise LAI estimates. However, given the fact that the 5 m model and 10 m model were similar in slope and intercept, i.e., the model form is similar, we recommend the 10 m field sampling approach. This is due to its reduction in resource requirements (time and money) at a limited loss in model performance. Finally, these simulation results were validated using real in-field LAI measurements at the defined transect spacing, along with AVIRIS-C airborne imaging spectroscopy data (R 2 = 0.61). The slight discrepancy between simulation and real results was attributed to our inherent inability to truly mimic the structural variability present in nature, although we did conclude that trends between the two approaches were similar as far as regression results were concerned.
We further concluded that (i) an in-field PAR sensor can be simulated in the DIRSIG model and (ii) a Ceptometer, like the AccuPAR LP-80, is suitable to collect the LAI of an open forest (LAI < 3-5), when an appropriate sampling protocol is selected. Recommendations for future efforts include (i) simulating the PAR sensor in other virtual scenes, such as a dense forest scene and (ii) determining the capability of the Ceptometer and a befitting protocol for a dense forest scene (LAI > 3-5).
